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The Delayed Gratification swindle

A venerable slogan in our cluture is that
the unexamined life is not worth living. Better
to be a Socrates dissatisifed than a pig satisfied.
In this country, great emphasis is placed upon
technical expertise, sometimes thought of pejorat ively as the national how-to-do-it phopia. It
is not only not surprising, but e ven predictable,
that support systems have emerged to assist us
in the process of examining our lives. A visit
the other night to a Waldens book store yielded
the .following titles (and let me assure you that
they really are titles!):
Why am I afraid to tell you who I a m
I ain't much, baby, but I' m all I' v e got
Scripts people live
How to get control of your time and
your life
The Art of hanging loose in an uptight
world
You can if you think you can.
Be the person you were meant to be
How to take yourself apart and put
yourself back together again
Put-offs and come-ons
How to be your own best friend
Stand up, speak out, talk back
What do you say after you say hello.
.
.
Thereare some among us who do not d evour
such books, ,and we may not even take advantage of
an alternat1ve support system: human groups ranging
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from EST (Erhardt Sensitivit
..
Analysis, Gestalt Therapy t y p T:a1n1n g ), Transactional
d
..
0
r1mal Therapy. y t
we 0 enga~e 1n 1ntrospection now and then, und:r
the,restra1nt of moderation and good manners and
a~hth1eve at least a nodding or sniffing acquaintance
W1
ourselves. '
,

One of the things that we discern is a
to ~elayed gratification, a stalwart
m~ddle class v1rtue, and we disapprove of those
unfortunate ~r~atures whose insatiable appetites
must be gra~1f1ed here and now. Gibbon thought
that the fa1lure to practice delayed gratification
con~ributed to the decline and fall of the Roman
Emp1re, and we elders shake our heads sadly at
young , people pursuing their highs, kicks or peak
exper1ences.
c~mrn~tment

..
~ have noticed that references to delayed
g:at~f1cat10n, and there are many. of them in popular
11terature, make me uneasy, and I believe that I
now have some clues as to why this is so.
My first observation is that many people
do not seem to enjoy doing what they do a great
deal of the time. Some of us, and not just children,
work through the main course in order to get to the
dessert, just as others survive the grim day for
the martinis at six or the bridge game at 8. Some
people play poker regularly and enjoy the game
only when they win large pots. Since this doesn't
happen very often, the hours are filled with tedium
or pain. I knew a person who visited interesting
places allover the world, but he never seemed to
"be" at anyone of these places. Whether he was
in Florence or Epidaurus, he was emotionally and
intellectually back in the states with his slide
show. I once played golf regularly with a man
who was surprised and humiliated whenever he didn't
par the course he was playing, a feat he never,
accomplished.
I play tennis every Sunday morn1ng
with a man who experiences acute pain whenever
his first serve is a fault.
Since he faults on
his first serve approximately four out of five
times, he must have strong masochistic tendencies.
I regret to say that I even know people who do
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not decide whether they have enjoyed dinner until
the reports are in from their digestive and eliminative
systems . On a more spiritual level, some officially
religious people regard life as a dreadful bore,
justifiable only by the other-worldly rewards at
the end of the road.
One way of tidying up these anecdotes
is to say that they are symptoms of a basic and
tragic flaw in western civilization: the dichotomy
between means and ends. In the past century, William
Morris, H. G. Wells, John Dewey and Lewis Mumford,
among others, have identified and criticized this
dichotomy. Marxists say that this dichotomy is the
consequence of capitalism , whereas others are more
inclined to believe that it is an inalterable component of the human condition. John Dewey argues
for the integration of means and ends, of instrumental and consummatory experience in the context
of liberal humanism.
Whatever the theoretical framework, the
dichotomy is presented in our times as a choice
between delayed gratification and the pursuit of
immediate pleasure.
In an article in Harpers last
year, titled "What Gibbon Knew," Pelikan notes
approvingly that Gibbon:
"recognized that a refusal to defer
the gratification of desire is
the beginning of the end, for
an individual or for an entire
civilization. Many observers
of the contemporary scene in
this country find alarming
evidence of such self-gratification."
It is important to note that immediate g:atification,
pleasure here and now, is denigrated. G1bbon associates it with sexual degeneracy, and I sup~os:
that even today in the 1970's such an assoc1at10n
has a certain clout. It is a scary 7omm:nta:y
on our culture that immediate gratif1cat10n 1S
associated so often with sexual affairs,.booZ~
and drug orgies. We don't think so read1ly 0
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plowing a fiel d , ma k ing a salad, reading poetry,
ri d ing a bicycle or balancing the books at the
end of ~ da~'s .wor k . Such activities to many of
us are 1ntr1ns1cally pleasurable much of the time.
What I have just been saying is so sensible, obvious a nd well-known that something must
be out of kilter. Cons i der, then, what is at issue.
I t is claimed that self-gratification is alarming.
One meaning of this claim that I am familiar with
is pleasure now that contributes to pain later on .
If I went out on the town last night and have a
hang-over, that is the price I pay.
I am scheduled
to play tennis at four this afternoon.
I am working this morning, and will get in a trip to the
bank and grocery store before tennis, and this will
make for a nic e ly rounded day.
I could have played
tennis this morning and this afternoon, and I've
d one just that, but it doesn't work well for me .
r begin to feel g uilty and these feelings contaminate
the tennis games.
I t may be psycho-pathological
that I need to work and do errands in order to
enjoy tennis fully, but that is not the relevant
point. The point is t hat r am that way . Furthermore, I wager that you can find your own examples
to fit this model. Red Auerbach lights his cigar
after the Boston Ce ltics have wrapped up another
victory. I'll bet it wouldn't taste the same in
the locker room before tip-off .
There are no covert evaluations under
t he t able or in the wings in this first meaning.
Whether cigar smoking , tennis , my work, boozing
a n d se x are good or bad , right or wrong is not
in question. A second meaning of t~e claim t~at
self-gratification is alarming has.1~s focus 1n.
the moral quality of the self -g:at1f1~atory act1~ns .
These actions are regarde d as d1sgus t1ng, repuls1ve,
abhorrent and deplorable.
" p]easures <:>f th~ flesh"
are to be avoided , and our moral guard1ans 1ncessantly conduct search parties to identify a~d
destroy those experiences that arou s e ~ur prur1ent
desires. The misleading feature of th1s second,
meaning is that it has nothing whatever to do w1th
imme diate versus delayed gratification. Now it
is dealer's choice as to what actions you and I
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regard as bad , wrong , dastardly , etc. The official
unofficial position of the middle class is to condemn homosexuality and the use of illegal drugs.
Whereas marijuana arouses associations of sexual
orgies, violence and communism , alcohol does not
arouse associations of maimed bodies on the highways, suicides, heart disease and cirrhosis of the
liver. There are indeed different strokes for
different folks. Although this issue is irrelevant to immediate versus mediate gratification,
some people make the strange assumption that the
chemical add ict has been caught in the snares of
immediate gratification. Those who make such an
assumption have a lot to learn about the work and
planning that is required to sustain an addiction.
Think of those who manage to sustain ' an addiction
for years and even decades -- priests, senators,
surgeons, judges, corporation presiden t s. Consummate dramatic performances each day, and the
addict is or feels center stage constantly. It
requires cunning, guts and guile . The irony is
that so many immediate gratifications must be
postponed or abandoned in order to feed the habit :
love with loved ones, sex and self-respect.
The third meaning of the cla~m that selfgratification is alarming is more radical than the
preceding two. It is that gratification per ~
is wrong or sinful. The mother hears her children
laughing in the next room and wonders what is
wrong. The minister who is extremely happy and
enthusiastic about his faith and flock, a charismatic preacher, is looked upon with suspicion.
Perhaps you have noticed how people in churches
react to the suggestion from the pulpit that they
turn to an adjacent person and shake hands or say
"peace" or "I love you.~ Wow ! Th~t feels dang~rous,
almost matching the per1ls of Pau11ne. The ,pro
fessor who digs his students and shares soc1al
affairs with' them is ridiculed by his cool,colleagues
for his "buddy-buddy" attitude. ~he beha:r10r.of
people having fun is simply not r1ght .. L1fe 1~
a serious matter and we are to perform our,dut1es
' 1
I am reminded here of the three d1cta
gr1m y.
, f 11' 1 ve
of an ancient Greek cult: Don t
a
1n 0
,
but if you make that mistake, don't compound it
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with marriage; and if you make both those mistakes,
don~t invite total disaster by having children.
There are diverse philosophical and religiou bases or sources for this general ban on gratification, but I shall not explore them here. What
interests me is the cultural fact that many of us
find our antennas going up whenever we are enjoying
ourselves. It's o.k. for children to play and have
fun from time to time, but there's no fool like an
old fool. We admonish ourselves with such words
as "Don't be childish" if symptoms of pleasure
emerge in our behavior.
I note half-hearted1y that the guardians
of our behavior may be getting their jollies out
of denial for themselves and others. Denial behavior
can be extremely pleasurable, even orgiastic in its
extremes. So there can be a self-contradictory
feature in asceticism. In a way, though, this
is an inexpensive logical shot, and I do not
wish to condemn our guardians at the price of
emulating them.
.
The slogan of delayed gratification, then,
1.S a complex and oft'e n misleading phrase. I have
~npacked enough of its meaning to make me wary of
1.t. No one should be praised or blamed for immediate or delayed gratification. The matter of
conduct-guides carries a heavier weight than can
be sustained by this devious middle-class phrase.
But why the title: "The Delayed Gratification Swindle?" There is no honest mistake
here. A swindle is a fraud or a deceit. Think
of the poor old folks being swindled out of their
only asset, the little chicken farm, by the city
slickster. Or the ethereally beautiful maiden
and the sneering real estate broker with a handlebar moustache. We know what she might submit to
if the mortgage foreclosure is to be averted.
How could this machiavellian monster even contemplate soiling the pristine purity of this
fragile damsel? Come to think of it, we manage
to contemplate this disaster in sufficient depth
and detail to get worked up about it.
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For a swindle to work, there must be both
a villian and a victim. For the delayed gratification caper, I am proposing that we, one and the same
persons, are playing the joint role of villain and
victim. Whatever the, propaganda machine may be
(convention, moral authority, wisdom of the ages
or religious heritage) we ' middle class folk do
have some choices. Of course, there are habit formations, conditioned relfexes and Dr. Skinner, but it
is a cop-out to moan that there is nothing we can
do. Even the act of existential despair is a
choice. So if you choose to live the present
moment -- elusive, inscrutable, enigmatic and
innocent as the present is -- always as a preparation for the future, I think that you are being
swindled by yourself. You have made some dumb
decisions. When we .look' at children laughing,
playing, having fun from our fortresses of guilt,
depression, compulsion and anxiety, and pontificate that the children should. be preparing for a
serious life, we inadvertently ridicule ourselves.
I am told that squirrels gather nuts
for the winter and that bears. eat a lot in preparation for hibernation in the winter, hut we
have not been able to teach squirrels and bears
not to enjoy these activities. And we do not
distinguish adequately betw,e en planning for the
f~ture and counting on it.
Planning is fantasy
S1nce all that we have for the , moment is the
moment, and fantasy is a fascinating form of life.
Those who deny that fantasy as a form of life
and speak of "childish,: impossible dreams" are
indeed in the winter of their discontent. winter
is associated in this context with old age., death,
bleakness, cold and desolation. Lost in the terminal shuffle are sle ighs, tinkling bells, roaring firA~ ~nn Santa Clau~_ SomG of you know ~h e
thirteenth century poem, Aucassin et Nicolette.
When Aucassin is told that he will be banned from
heaven unless he gives up Nicolette, he says something like this:
"Who goes to heaven? the halt,
the maimed, the blind, the suffering and the oppressed. With these
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I will have naught to do. Who
goest to hell? The glorious
knights with the courtesans,
the happy bishops with their
mistresses . To hell will I
go! Only I must have my
sweet love, Nicolette."

Campbell Crockett

2

"Blind,. Hysterical Fury"

Over 250 years of scholarly and tireless
research has uncovered but a very few facts about
the rife and activities of William Shaksper of
Stratford-On-Avon, to whom tradition has attributed
the authorship of the "works published under the
modification of his name which became famous in
literature but which he appears never to have used
himself." But hone of these facts recorded during
his lifetime even by implication connect him with
any literary pursuits or associations -- the only
concrete evidence that he ever actually wrote anything whatsoever being six cramped, divergent and
shaky signatures, all made during the last 4 years
of his 'life, and even these have been claimed by
several distinguished handwriting experts to reveal
almost conclusively that the man who penned them
was not even literate. It is not, however, only
the non-corroborative and disparate nature of
these few facts ~hich makes the Stratfordian
attribution so highly suspect and vulnerable.
It is also the absence of records, where logic
and experience dictate that there should have
been records; it is the baffling, unexplained
silence, where such silence is both significant
and unnatural . An examination of some of the
most bewildering of these silences exposes why
the authorship question is substantive and intriguing and raises doubts about the probity and
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open-mindedness of the orthodox adherents -- particularly those in academia -- who have been persistently
content to degrade and lampoon , dissent , rather than
to confront and resolve the obvious mystery.
.
William Shaksper is ass~ed to have come
to London in hi~ early 20's, around the year 1588,
and to have resl.ded there on and off, at times and
in places still undetermined, until he retired to
his home town sometime between 1604 and 1610, where
he died in 1616. Records in only 5 instances have
been found to evidence that the Stratford man,
during his London period, had some connection with
the theater world: -- in 1594 "William Shakespeare"
is one of the three servants of the Lord Chamberlain's
Company receiving money for performances at Court
but this en'try was inserted several years after
1594 in response to the Queen's written demand
that shortages for that year be explained or made
good and flatly contradicts records made in 1594
as to the places and performances of that Company;
in 1599 "William Shackspeare, gent ·: is listed as
one of the tenants of the Globe Theater; in 160 3
the King licensed "wille,l mo Sha.kespeare " as one
of "theise our Servauntes" of the late Lord
Chamberlain's men; in 1604 William Shakespeare
(sp?) is included in a list of a.ctors to ~~om
cloth was issued to take pa,rt in a pr.ocessl.on;
and in 1605 an actor named Augustine Phillips
left a sum of money "unto ana. among~t,the h~red
men of the company of which I am o~ l.n~ludl.ng
William Shakespeare (sp?). During this same
London period, all the Shakespeare poems and
sonnets were published and 16 of the 36 Shakespeare plays were published and/qr perfo~ed.
At this time Philip Hens10we was prominently
and busily invQlved ,in a number of theat~ical ventures
in London as a joint proprietor of several the~ters,
including the Ros~, which theater such :enowne
orthodox Shakespearean scholars as H~1~l.we1l
Phillipps and sidney Lee have unqua11f1ed1y
,
asserted was the earliest scene of Shakespeare ~
assumed "pronounced success as both an actor an
' st ,; Hens10we kept a diary fro~ 1591 to
d rama tl. • . '
' 11
of ortho1609 which Dr. S. Schoenbauro, a p1 ar
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d?xy, in 1970 charact~rized as "the most valuable
;J.ngle document,relat~ve to the early stage !. and
m~~~; ~osinP:~cH
~ouslof ' Elizabethean playhouse docu, . '
J.
ens owe recorded all of hi t
actJ.ons with ac t ors and playwrights· in J.'tsthransare a numb er 0 f re f erences to such plays
'
ere
as LEAR
T~ING OF THE SHREW and JULIUS ' CEASAR; in it we '
;~nd refe:-ences to, a:nd frequently the handwriting
l'd~ractJ.callY every contemporary playwright in~i~d~nf Ben ~onson, Dekker, Chettle, Drayton,
,e ~n an ~any others of lesser distinction;
but ~n lt we flnd no mention whatsoever of an
Shakespeare b~ whatever spelling.
Y
.
Edwa:d Alleyne was, during this London
per1od, a prom1nent actor and theatrical proprietor.
He also left papers and memoirs which, in the words
of Edwin Malone, one of the giants in the field of
Shakespearean .biography: '
" . • . contain all the names of
all the notable actors and playpoets of Shaksper's time, as well
as of every person who helped,
directly or indirectly, or who
paid out money or received money
in connection with. . .plays
at the Blackfriars and other '
theaters. His accounts were
very minutely stated, and a
careful perusal of the two
volumes shows there is not
one mention (of) William
Shaksper [or Shakespeare]
in his list of actors, poets
and theatrical comrades . "
Some credible and rational explana~ion must be found
~o aoooun ~ for these strange omissions. The Stratfordian proponents have, however, proterrea nUlle
and when they do cite Henslowe and/or Alleyne often
conveniently f ,a il to note the: significant silence.
_ The silence becomes more mysterious and
impressive the more extensive the search. Although
almost always referred to in standard biographies
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as a prominent and popular actor, there is no
Shakespeare listed in the cast of any play performed during the Stratford man's life and no
record anywhere of any part he may have played.
Sir Thomas Heneage, the Treasurer of the Royal
Chamber until his death in 1595 , kept a record
of all payments made to actors who appeared at
Court and he never entered a payment to any actor
named Shakespeare . Charlotte C. Stopes examined,
line by line, all the records of all actors appearing at Court from 1597 to 1616 and no such name
appears.
The first publication of any literary
work by William Shake-speare was VENUS AND ADONIS
in 1593, followed by THE RAPE OF LUCRECE in 1594,
and these two poems are the only works ever definitively printed with the apparent authority of
William Shakespeare. Documentary evidence, however,
shows that all during the 1590's and early 1600's
in London a number of the world's greatest plays
-- RICHARD III, HAMLET and LOVE ' S LABOR LOST are
but three -- were published and were frequently
performed to the enthusiastic applause of the
public in the theaters and of the nobility at the
Court. But no one was carried as the author,
no author was paid anything for them, no author
ever claimed to have written them and not one
was ever even attributed to anyone until in 1598
a commentator, Francis Meres, referred to 12
plays as Shakespeare's, without making any furth e r
identification of any man having that name. Decrees of the Star Chamber had established a system
under which the author would have to sell his
manuscript to a member of the Stationers' Company
who would then enter the title on the Stationers'
Register and 16 of Shakespeare's plays were so
registered during this period. But in no instance was a Shakespeare or anyone else li~ted
as the author of such plays until the name was
first entered on the Register in 1610 by which
time it is almost universally agreed Sh~ksp7r had
retired to Stratford. Of equal perp1ex1ty 1S
the fact that in 1622 Henry Peacham, Master of
Arts at Cambridge University, made a list of
all the writers he considered as having made
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Queen Elizabeth's rei n "
not include Will'
g
a golden age l! but he did
~elt restrained ~amt~hakespeare~ Possibly Peacham
~mplied 20 years rate~ ~enf~~~h1p provocatively
WIT'S RECREATIONS __ EPI~RAMS w~eYnthe authors of
they asserted:
:' Shake-speare,
1n our praise. ~e.~ust be silent
Even the kinds of an d
by hearsay and customarily f' ~c ~t~s which sprout
the biographies of famou
1n t e1r way into
Stratford man's case
s perllso ns are, in the
,unusua y f e w in n rob
an d almost all those which h
, u er
c
ave reta1ned any
urrency are totally unrelated t
'
ments for which trad~t'
h
0 the accornp11Sh,
~ 10n
as accorded him ' _
rnorta11ty,-- the most familiar being the O~~h
f~l poach1ng and deer-stealing incident. YBut
N~cholas Rowe, who in 1709 -- almost 100 ye
a~ter Shaksper's,death -- wrote the very fi:~~
b10gr~phy, contr1buted one which could be meaningful, 1f a pun was intended, reporting that there
was:
" • . . no particular account of
what sort of parts he used to
play; and tho' I have inquir'd
I could never meet with any
further account of him this
way, than that the top of his
performance was the Ghost in
his own Hamlet."
Shaksper was, of course, known to his fellow townsmen, but as to their recognizing that he had any
connection with writings of any kind the lack of
one whit of evidence to that effect would have
made him truly a ghost in his own hamlet, if in
fact he had been the great poet. Nowhere is
this more revealingly borne out than by reference
to his own immediate family. The available accounts
of his two daughters, granddaughters and son-inlaw, all of whom lived in Stratford, indicate that
they would have been dumbfounded to learn that
their kinsman was the man whom Ben Jonson in 1623
acclaimed as "Not of an age but for all times."
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There is simply nothing that has ever been unearthed
which would in any way suggest that any of them -and the daughters survived him by 23 and 46 years:
the ·granddaughter by 54 years -- ever knew him to
be anything other than a successful and litigious
businessman and almost certainly that he had some
theatrical associations in London.
The most thundering of the family's silences
comes from the diary of Dr. John Hall, Shaksper's
son-in-~aw and Co-Executor of his estate.
In it
he not only listed his patients, including many of
the most prominent persons in Warwickshire, and
their treatments, but also he occasionlly added
a few comments. Some examples clearly indicate
that he was interested in and aware of the cultural
attainments of his patients. For instance, Dr.
Hall noted that the Reverend George Quiney, curate
of the Stratford Church:
" . . . was of good. with, expert
in the tongues and very learned."
Another patient is identified by Dr.
Hal l as
" • . . the son of Mr. Holyoake
who framed the dictionary."
John Trap is praised by Dr . Hall:
"for his pitty and learning
second to none . "
Of Michael Drayton, a minor poet and
dramatist of that period, Dr. Hall reported:
"Mr. Drayton, an excellent .
poet, I cured him of a cer~ain

fQvQr

wi~h

~yrup

of

violet."
Concerning Wil l iam Shaksper, however,
Dr. Hall has only one entry which was made in
April, 1616. It reads:
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" . . . my father - in-law died on
Thursday . "
.

Here is a staggering enigma!

This cul -

t7vat~d docto~ -- he frequently wrote in Latin __

d1str1butes h1S father-in-law's estate and moves
into his father-in-law's home and lives there almost
20 years with his wife and daughter, the chief
beneficiaries under their ancestor's will, during
which years both the First and Second Folios of
the works of William Shakespeare, with their glowing tributes, are widely circulated. But never
by word or deed does he associate his father-inlaw with any learni ng or literary pursuits, and
yet tradition proclaims that same father-in - law to have been one of mankind's most towering and
creative geniuses . I am confident that the
literary world would not accept a work of fiction
structured on such an improbable hypothesis.
The cumulative weight of these pervasive,
pertinent and vexatious silences should persuade
any fair-minded person, with a scholar's curiosity
and a concern for truth, that the Shakespearean
authorship is a mystery which requires responsible
and continued investigation and that the circumstances which persuaded or required the author,
whoever he was, to masque his identity must be
deduced and explained. Regrettably, and in my
opinion shamefully, this has not been the case.
Instead, a great preponderance of the members of
the academic , literary and theatrical communities
throughout the years have consistently reacted
to any skepticism in this field with what Day
Thorpe , the Book Review editor of the Washington
Star, recently described as "blind, hysterical
fnry." Doubters, no matter how balanced and
factual their statemenl.::5 and th,;;.;r findings and
their logic, have been universally assailed by
such epithets as "madhouse chatter," "foolish
craze," "epidemic disease " and "snobs . " Dr .
Louis B. Wright of The Shakespeare Folger Library
in Washington, D.-C. exploded in 1957 with "Fanatic
sectarians (who) would gladly restore the faggot
and stake." And Mr. Churlton Collins , a respected
scholar, declined to accept the gift of a book by
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a distinguished dissenter because:

" . . . this whole subject i~ so
distasteful and repulsive to me
that it would not be a kindness
to send me the work."
To be sure, dissent has had its share
of freaks
particularly the Baconian cryptogram
fanatics -- and its share of emotional partisans
who have attacked with intemperance and slander,
but the traditionalists seldom discriminate in
their villification -- seldom counter facts and
logic with facts and logic -- and in failing to
do so, they both ignore and malign the doubts
and reservations expressed by Henry James, Charles
Dickens, Sigmund Freud, Walt Whitman, Ralph Waldo
Emerson, John Greenleaf Whittier, Benjamin Disraeli,
Otto von Bismark, Mark Twain and a number of highly
respected and qualified judges, professors of law
and other disciplines, scholars and writers both
in England and the United States.
Typical of academic attitude is the
accusation in 'HARVARD MAGAZINE in April, 1975,
made by Professors Evans ~nd Levin, that it was
a distortion to list oxford University's renowned
historian Hugh Trevor-Roper as one who had
question~d the Stratfordia~ cano~.
P:of. TrevorRoper's name was includ ed 1n a 11st w1th other
doubters since he had written in 1962 as follows :
"Armies of scholars, formidably
equipped, have examined all the
documents which could P?ssibly
contain at least a ment10n of
his [Shakespeare's] name. One
hundredth part of this,la~or,
a plied to one of his 1ns1gn1~
flcant contemporaries would L~
sufficient to produce a substantial biography. Anf , y~en
the greatest of all E n~ 15,
'
fter this tremendous 1nqu1a
'II remains so close
sition~ St1
his identity
a mystery that even
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can be doubted..

"

;e=~,this quo~ation

was called to Harvard Professor
s attent10n to corroborate that I"1S t'
in refutation of the accusation h~ t
1ng and
reply
1
k
'
.s wo sentences
on y ac nowledged receipt of the mate " 1
and then stated :
.
r~a
"I am afraid that I find your
arguments (neither) cogent
(nor) acceptable..
II
This is but one of many instances in which a learned
professor has "resorted to methods which in every
other case than Shakespeare's would be condemned
as inconsistent with the rules of common honesty."
" Some academic~ans and other intellectuals
assert 1ndifference, claiming that the debate is
fruitless since the great works exist and can be
fully appreciated without reference to the background, character or life style of their progenitor.
I could quarrel with this thesis -- for example,
many of the sonnets and a number of lines in most
of the plays are simply undecipherable or inevitably
misinterpreted without this background -- , but
should my arguments not prove persuasive, I still
assert that such an above-the-battle attitude
does not exculpate its proponents. For our concern should be not only with the authors~ip question
but with · freedom of ·thought and expression. At
present, our students in schools and colleges
and our reading public at large are given little
opportunity to weigh the facts and to arrive at
their own conclusions in an open atmosphere free
of any predetermined absolutes which is the essence
of objective research. With very few exceptions
what is taught and what is written and what is
placed on library shelves and what is allowed to
be alscusseu either oupprQSSQS important facts
or distorts them or, sad to say, disseminates
assumptions and guesses as facts.
Dorothy and Charlton Ogburn, Jr.
succinctly delineated the obstacles anq the obligations and the rewards in this situation when
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they wrote:
"To accept on faith, without question,
that which appears to have been
settled by consensus is a fault
to which we are all prone. As
Sophocles observed, 'What custom
establishes out-masters truth.'
If we can, however, suspend judgment, we may well find the question
of the Shakespe~rean aut~orship
as fascinating and absorbing a
problem in observation and analysis
as the world of the humanities
affords, and as rewarding. To
encourage us -- or to challenge
us, perhaps -- to do so, there
are the words of H. L. Mencken:
'Human beings never welcome the news that something they have long
cherished is untrue; they
almost always reply t o
that news by reviling
the promulgators. Nevertheless, a minority of
bold and energetic men
keep plugging away, and,
as a result of their
labors and resultant
infamy, the sum of human
knowledge gradually increases. "

Mo rse Johnson

Notes
1.

The unidentified quotations appearing on pages
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1 and 9 are from "The Shakespeare Problem Restated"
by G. G. Greenwood.
2. On page 2 the name of William Shakespeare is
twice followed by "(sp?)" since I did not have
a copy of the original document referre d to and
am therefore unsure as to how that name was spelled
on that document.
3. The unidentified quotation appearing on page
3 is from Sir Sidney Lee.

